
22” & 26” Pedestrian Cylinder Mower

FIXED (FX) or FLOATING HEAD (FL) DESIGN

LEADING-EDGE CUT QUALITY

INTERCHANGEABLE CASSETTES

COOL AND WARM SEASON GRASS COMPATIBLE

OPTIONAL OUT-FRONT BRUSH & WEIGHT KIT AVAILABLE

LITHIUM BATTERY POWER

PERFECT BALANCE

LIGHTWEIGHT

FOR: BOWLS, CRICKET, TENNIS, 
GOLF GREENS

Photograph shows  
22” Floating Head version 
with optional out-front brush

Wimbledon
“These are some of the most prestigious tennis courts 
in the world, so we want the best equipment to help us 
maintain championship performance. We’ve seen an 
improvement in the quality of the playing surfaces since 
we began using the INFINICUT® cylinder mower.”

Neil Stubley - Head of Courts and Horticulture



FL22 & FL26 - Dynamic Return Floating Head
The use of a mower with a cutting unit independent of the traction unit (normally 
termed floating head) will decrease ground pressure as the combined weight of 
the mower is spread between both elements – traction unit and cutting unit.

Photograph shows 26” Fixed Head version

ERGONOMIC DESIGN
The ergonomic, easily adjustable, handle allows for 
configuration to a comfortable operating position with all 
controls simple to operate.

VARIABLE CLIP RATE
The adjustable variable clip rate and forward speed 
adjustment system* results in a no compromise solution for 
sports turf maintenance.

BALANCED IN OPERATION
The weight transfer to the cassette is limited because the 
collection bucket is mounted on the traction unit frame. The 
result makes the unit optimally balanced during operation 
and end-of-line turning, giving a more consistent height in 
use.

POWER
Power is delivered by a lithium power source. Available in 
either 1.4kkWh or 2.8kkWh to drive the traction unit and 
the reel’s DC brushless motor. They can be quickly swapped, 
in-field if necessary, to suit the working environment.  
 Engine option: Available as an option on  
 FX (Fixed Head) versions.

ADJUSTABLE CHASSIS
From the on-the-fly wrenchless adjustment of the front roller 
height to the adjustable bedknife, the user can make further 
adjustments to maximize cutting efficiency no matter what 
the conditions.

Wrenchless Height Adjuster
Wrenchless Height Adjuster has become the industry 
benchmark for this type of application.

Low Ground Pressure
The ground pressure of the unit is evened out over the rear 
roller and the two chassis rollers due to the floating head 
design.

Adjustable Bedknife
Alteration of the bedknife geometry/attitude  
can compensate for bedknife face wear  
and offers consistency in the level  
of plant stress.

DETACHABLE WHEELS
The detachable wheels aid 
transportation over concrete approaches.

QUALITY REEL
In-house designed and manufactured cutting reels available 
in 7, 11 and 14 blade set up. Optional single lever engage 
groomer attachment available to give a cutting height range 
of 1.8mm to 25mm (0.07in to 1in). The optional Groomer 
attachment contra rotates to achieve the maximum effect 
in alleviating grain and turf density problems. It has a fully 
sealed gearbox and is designed for single lever action to 
give simple engagement or disengagement and can be 
installed and removed in rapid fashion. 

FRONT ROLLER
Can either be specified as smooth, grooved or Wyle.

 * Patents granted or pending.
** The power testing information used to establish the power rating of these 
engines can be found at https://engines.honda.com/models/

The InfiniApp™

Wireless 
connectivity 
via Bluetooth
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Dedicated INFINICUT® trailer 
available for convenient transport 
of 22” model.

+44 (0)114 2122 200  
info@infinicut.com
Advanced Turf Technology Ltd.,  
3 Redwood Court, Campbell Way, Dinnington,  
Sheffield  S25 3NQ  United Kingdom
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